Thomas Aquinas' definition of the imago Dei and the development of lifelike portraiture 1 Dominic Olariu 1 Some aspects of Scholastic philosophy are of great interest when examining the development of the pre-Renaissance portrait. It is essential to underline that Renaissance portraits are, to some extent, very different to anterior portrayals, despite the qualities commonly shared. If the realistic portrayals of man -those that are lifelike or naturalistic, should one prefer these terms -appeared as early as in the 13 th century, a significant change in their function occurred throughout the proceeding centuries 2 . Without getting into detail of the so-called Renaissance portraiture, it will suffice to note that the first portrayals were more deeply rooted in religion than in the following centuries. These images work with such zeal for detail and convincingly imitate the visible reality, making it possible to call them « portraits ». Nonetheless, the definition of the word « portrait » itself poses problems : should only the depiction of real life be called a portrait ? Or is the term equally valid for an idealized representation ? Can the word be referred to a bust portrayal ? Or can any depiction showing the portrayal's subject, such as a group of people, also be valid ? Can the depiction of a person's remains be defined as a portrait Using a few examples of the earliest pourtraitures, a large part of the gisants from mid 13 th century and on were faithful reproductions of the deceased. One could cite the tomb sculptures of high ecclesiastic dignitaries, such as popes Clement IV ( † 1268), Boniface VIII ( † 1303) and Clement VI ( † 1352) 4 . Moreover, the representations of Enrico Scrovegni ( † 1336) should also be considered as pourtraitures, given the mutual resemblances of the three images created for the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua 5 .
3
Apart from their naturalistic aspect, these pourtraitures also have another feature in common ; they represent remarkable people who were, in the eyes of their contemporaries, exemplary for their exceptional virtue. Virtue, moreover, appears to have been the very reason for the creation of their images. Nevertheless, considering the novelty of this realistic facture of the 13 th century's pourtraitures, it is important to examine the reasons for such a quality. At this point, artifacts and Scholastic thought converge. In other words, one could consider 13 th century philosophy as the theoretical basis and precondition for introducing likeness in the field of visual arts.
4
In this context, it should be mentioned that animal and herb representations at this period begin to depict what has been directly observed in nature. Erwin Panofsky has analyzed -in philosophical terms -the problem of nature's imitation through his fundamental « Idea » essay. Scholars have since argued that Scholasticism is not interested in naturalism 6 . Although, starting with Otto Pächt's essay on « Nature Studies », there have been several investigations showing that the « study of the individual appearance of the external world » must have appeared and been practiced in the 13 th century 7 .
5
This study attempts to show how introducing a new definition of the « image of God » ( imago Dei) in the Scholastic period, allows the human body to be seen in much more intimate reciprocity with the soul than previously, as a body/soul unit. An effect of this indivisible unity is the body being interpreted as an expression of the soul and vice versa. In the last third of the 13 th century, Thomas Aquinas affirmed accordingly that : « the soul stands in relation to the body not only as its form and end, but also as efficient cause. For the soul is compared to the body, as art to the thing made by art 8 ». The direct consequence of this theoretical system is crucial : the virtue of the soul must manifest itself within the body. The body -and hence its appearance -is apprehended as a manifestation of a person's virtue, permitting the realization of pourtraitures.
The philosophical concept of the imago Dei in Scholasticism 6
The study and philosophy of man in the 13 th century was an image-based theology, whereby man was defined according to his relationship with God 9 . The concept of « image of God » in man is deeply rooted in the Bible. The Vulgate renders the passage in question (Gen 1, (26) (27) ) with the words : « et ait, Faciamus hominem ad imaginem et similtudinem nostrum… », « And God said : We will make man in our image according to our likeness »
10
. The image of God in man is used as a metaphor to express the idea that only man, among God's creatures, shares with him the ability to think 11 . The human soul is defined as imago Dei -in other words -as an image of God, created as a likeness albeit imperfect of God. Nevertheless, the soul benefits from the ability to complete this likeness to the deity by adopting a righteous attitude.
7
To be more exact (according to Scholasticism) it is the ability to think which is equivalent to the image of God in man. It is situated within the human soul and is, more precisely, the supreme part
12
. The ability to think, that is to say human intelligence, is simultaneously the part most resemblant to God. « It is because man is intelligent and because God is intelligent, that man is made in the image of God
13
. » As part of the soul most similar to God, and given that the soul's ultimate goal (according to medieval theology) is to conform in paradise with maximal capacity to God, the image of God can influence all other parts of the soul depending on its own state. The changes that this superior part undergoes are therefore transmitted to all of the human soul. Meditating and thinking of God will conform the imago Dei of medieval man to God, while not contemplating will substantially distance the imago Dei from God.
8
In this context, it is particularly important to emphasize that the soul has, in turn, an influence on the body in which it is located. In this regard, the theories of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) can be studied as examples of Scholastic thought. More precisely, Aquinas was one of its most significant representatives. His contemporary importance is attested by the worship that the Church gradually reinforced after his death, and by the influence his theories had made on the theological dogma of the West 14 . The paradigmatic and illustrative role of Thomas Aquinas' thoughts for the Scholastic philosophy within this article must therefore be stressed out. However, the analogy of Aquinas' ideas to those of other Scholastic theorists should be underlined in the same breath. The philosophy of Saint Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, for instance, expresses analogical ideas that may be found in his own descriptions of the human being's imago Dei. Hence the imago Dei has been called in a general way « the fundamental topic of Christian anthropology » 15 . The soul's influence on the body in Bonaventure's writings may be best recognized in his biographies of Saint Francis of Assisi. The Legenda maior, written by Bonaventure in 1261, officially replaced from 1266 on the older ones by Thomas Celano
16
. In doing so it stressed out, much more than did the biographies by Celano, the soul's influence on the human body. The stigmata of the saint are, according to Bonaventure, produced by the « burning of his love » (« amoris incendium »), by the « burning of his thinking » (« incendium mentis ») and by his « vehement imagination » (« vehemens imaginatio ») 17 . The stigmata are therefore caused by activities, according to Bonaventure's and Scholastic thinking in general, emanating from the soul und thus underline the impact of the soul on the body.
The human condition as a body and soul unity 9 In his definition of the unit body/soul, Thomas carefully emphasizes the body's and soul's essential correlation in man. In order to assimilate itself to God, the soul relies on the body to enrich its knowledge of the creator and depends on the senses of the human organism. « […] man is not only a soul, but something composed of soul and body […] a body that is destined to serve the soul, and is most perfect among all others […] 18 . » Hence, (in Aquinas) no absolute separation of body and soul exists. Thomas de Koninck sees this union of body and soul as the fundamental reason for the bodily condition of man. « Any crudely dualistic view entails that the human body would enjoy no special dignity, taking on, in fact, the guise of an encumbrance to the soul -as if the soul were to be better without it 10 According to Saint Thomas, human corporeality is pre-contained in the soul. This is the only way of explaining the body's ability to inform the intellect : the senses derive from reason « as the imperfect from the perfect » and all sensitive faculties relate to the faculty of thought « as to their principle »
20
. When body and soul separate in death, the faculties of vegetative and sensitive life cease with the body. Yet, there is no doubt that these abilities continue to exist in the soul. « […] the sensitive and other like powers, do not remain in the separated soul, except in a restricted sense, namely radically […] there remains in the separated soul, the ability to produce these powers should it be reunited to the body [after the resurrection, author's note]
21
. » The soul is therefore the essential principle for sensitive faculties. These thoughts are of such importance to contemporary doctrine that they can, for instance, be easily found in Dante. Addressing himself to Dante in the Divine Comedy, Stace explains this ability of the soul in the following way : « A shade we call it, since the insubstantial soul / is visible this way, which from the same air forms / organs for each sense, even that of sight 22 . » 11 This property of the human soul makes it unique, able to meet the huge disparity between the corporeal and the incorporeal.
12 « This is a "mediation" through which the "corporeal", with all its active faculties, is found in man as sublimated and spiritualized. This mediation enables the interdependence between body and soul, basing the reciprocity between the intellect and the senses by which one can immediately influence the other, as instantaneously as in the union between matter and form
23
. »
The human body as a trace and reference to the imago Dei 13 The emphasis made on the interdependence between body and soul (in Thomas Aquinas) should show that the image of God affects the body. For not only does the body affect the soul, for instance by transmitting the sensations perceived by the sensitive faculties, but the soul acts on the flesh. Thomas (in article 6 of the 93 rd question of the first book of Summa Theologiae) retorts to the objection that the human body is an image of God. In his reply, he emphasizes that the body itself cannot be an image of God, but that the human body as a trace exhibits the image of God, which is located in the soul. 18 In Thomas Aquinas, this reasoning is rigorous in its application explains the state of the exalted bodies. The human body is exalted and honoured in paradise, not by a direct divine influence, but by an overflow of the grace received in the soul. That is to say that the soul transmits its completion to the body following its principle of « forma corporis ».
« […] beatitudo vel gloria primo et principaliter est in mente, sed per quamdam redundantiam derivatur etiam ad corpus […]
» ; « Beauty and glory are first to be found in the spirit, but on account of a certain overflow, they're also diverted to the body… »
28
. The soul unites with the Creator in a beatified vision -Thomas calls this « imago similitudinis » -and manifests its state in light of its resurrected body, so that it can be recognized as such by the mere sight of the exalted flesh 29 . The body of man, therefore, acts as a trace of the imago Dei, expressing the soul's disposition according to its likeness with the creator. In paradise, the exalted body thereby manifests itself into an instant effect of the glorified state of its soul. « We consider that even the glorified body must be understood as being a trace. However in glory, the reference of intelligence to the divine presence is an instant inference 30 . » 21 The essential point in the original state is that human reason directs all its capacities to God and that the body follows the soul in absolute submission. The effect of spirit over body is thus perfect and direct. In original sin, the dependence of the soul's physics is further expressed. The intentional diversion from the reason of God will impose the body to lose its perfect condition and refuse submission to the spirit : « When the soul, then, outside the order of its nature, is turned away from God, that disposition was lost which had been divinely bestowed on the soul's body to make it proportionally responsive to the soul
33
22 These reasonings, relating to the soul's effect on the body, arise from the Scholastic definition of the image : in no case should the notion of imago Dei be attributed to anything other than human reason, even in the case of exalted bodies. The rigorous distinction between the image and the trace should be respected, even in regard to the bodies and souls in paradise, so as to not compromise the logic of the definition of the imago Dei. The concept of the soul affecting the body thus manifests itself even more as an essential part of Scholastic thought.
The new definition of the image by Thomas Aquinas 23 In this instance, the new elements of Thomas' definition of the image should be clarified. Traditionally, the definition of the image contained three main elements. Since Saint Augustine (354-430), an image has to be a likeness of a special quality : That is, an image must always generate from its model. Using an example of Saint Augustine, an egg isn't the image of another egg, in spite of their evident resemblance, because one hasn't been produced by copying the other. Every image is therefore part of a dependent relation to its model, in such a way that a certain order is respected. Not only must the exemplar precede the image, but there must also be an originating relation (« origo ») between the image and its exemplar.
24 For the image, equality to the model isn't necessary ; the image rather approaches equality to its model. Thomas explains that an identity isn't a requirement for an image, but there must be some imitation. However, any kind of imitation isn't able to constitute the dependency link between the image and its model. For instance, a white shirt is to a white sheet of paper an imitation with regard to the color, but the latter cannot be called an image of the other. In consequence, an image cannot be an imitation of any arbitrary quality. Thomas comes to the conclusion that for a true image, only a similitude of the exemplar's species, or at least of some specific sign of its species, is necessary. In this understanding « species does not concern the external parts of a thing, but rather the internal quiddity 34 ». This interpretation of the Latin word « species » establishes the basis of the new definition of image by Aquinas in terms of an imitation relation. The imitation relation is found on the exemplar's species, in the sense that the image possesses a certain characteristic quality of the exemplar 35 . As far as human beings are concerned, human intelligence is in fact the quality that makes it an image of God. However, the distinctive sign is different for different creatures. Without getting into the details of the definition of « species » of different creatures, it suffices to say that Thomas is very clear and precise on the subject of images copying material things : images reproduce their shape (« figura ») since it's the most conspicuous feature of material species. By comparing the different passages where Thomas mentions the shape (« figura »), it is possible to comprehend what Aquinas means : « a quality of the fourth species, the quantitative boundary of a body, its tridimensional contour 36 ». The image of a material thing is thus the imitation of its shape, for instance in a sculpture, painting or on a coin 37 .
25 Citing Thomas directly, « We call image what refers to the imitation of another. However, the concept of a true image cannot be reached by any kind of imitation ; since when this over here is white and this over there is white we don't call one the image of the other. For a true image we need imitation of something expressing its species or quiddity. This is why Hilary [of Poitiers, author's note] speaks of non different species. For this reason we can best make images of material things by reproducing their shape, because the shape is like a certain sign showing the unity or difference between two species. This imitation can be made in two ways […] secondly, regarding only the specific sign of a species and not the entirety of the species, in the same way as a sculpture is the image of a human « As unity means absence of division, a (http://www.newadvent.org/ cathen/14210a.htm) is said to be the same (« indifferens ») as far as it is one. Now a thing is said to be one not only numerically, specifically, or generically, but also according to a certain analogy or proportion. In this sense a creature is one with God, or like Him
39
. » 27 This enlargement of the significance of « indifferens » is the real new feature in Aquinas' definition of the image. According to him, something can be called « indifferens » (non different) if there is only an analogical or proportional relation between it and its exemplar. In this view, it is possible to see the human being as « non different » to God if only he shares his specific quality with God. Since the human being shares indeed the faculty of thinking with God, Aquinas' new definition sets a real paradox : he states that man is « non different » to God, on the basis of the analogy between the human and the divine thinking, but at the same time infinitely different to God, since the divine thinking is infinitely purer and more powerful than human intelligence. The new definition of man as imago Dei allows, in a certain sense, the deification of man, seeing him closer to divine dignity and attaching him (and his body) to a higher value than ever before.
The influence of the imago Dei on the human body and its aspect 28 Nevertheless, the theory in question requires that the human physique conforms to the spirit on earth 40 . Without scrutinizing the complicated reasoning of the exact relationship between the body and soul, it is certainly fair to state that not only does a close interdependence exist between the two, but also that the soul has an influence over the body or, in other words, that the latter subordinates to the soul, as is the effect to the cause. In order to explain the spirit's influence over the earthbound body, Thomas Aquinas compares it once again to the divine beatitude ennobling the soul to paradise 41 . In the same way that God's influence raises the resurrected bodies and souls to the height of glory in the realm of heaven, in the same way (on earth) stems an ennoblement from the virtuous soul on the body 42 . Here the relationship between the body and soul is called a true proportionality. However, despite Thomas Aquinas's affirmations, one cannot help but recognize a certain reserve with respect to the assertion that, on earth, the quality of the image of God is directly recognizable in corporeal appearance. Indeed, all the examples of Aquinas refer to the aspect of glorified bodies. But if the body's appearance on earth is not considered likely to express every time the quality of the soul, the ennoblement of the body caused by the virtuous soul is incontestable. « Just as man's likeness to God first leaves its mark on the soul and then overflows into an ennoblement of the flesh, so does divine blessedness take hold, first and foremost, of the soul. Then, in a state of exaltation, it is poured over the flesh 45 . » With this in mind, the body becomes the external manifestation of the spiritual fulfillment, and the latter manifests itself mainly in the body and its appearance.
The valorization of the body in Scholastic thought and rites 32 Consequently, the human body is the subject of an unprecedented theoretical valorization. This reassessment of the physical aspect was an important factor for introducing pourtraitures, but it manifests itself in other spheres of Scholastic society. In the field of papal activity, Paravicini Bagliani noticed, particularly in the Scholastic period, an increase in rituals and customs expressing a higher interest in corporeality, a movement that finds its peak in Pope Boniface VIII, who himself is a prominent figure in the introduction of pourtraitures due to his gisant. Conclusions for the development of portrait and pourtraiture 35 Regarding the appearance of pourtraitures, textual explicit sources related to artisanal production and Scholastic theory have certainly not yet been discovered. Also, given the weak regularity with which writings are inscribed in the artistic milieu of the Middle Ages, doubts remain as to whether such texts can be found. We could consequently contest the influence of Scholastic thought on the realization of artefacts. However, we must first acknowledge the fact that pourtraitures actually appear in the learned circles of society in the 13 th century. Clement IV's gisant, for example, which is the first to exhibit realistic features, was executed at the papal court of Viterbo, where Thomas Aquinas also stayed in the years 1267 and 1269
46
. Thereafter, it is important to underline that Scholastic thoughts on the interdependence of body and soul were not restricted to the scholars themselves. André Vauchez reminds us that « saintliness, before being a quality of the soul or a spiritual state, is initially an energy ("virtus") which manifests itself throughout a body 47 ». If the uncultivated peasant cannot explain the theoretical system as the erudite cleric can, he nevertheless knows the symptoms of the doctrine in terms of belief, since these are consequences of a general conception of that time. A large number of hagiographic legends confirm this finding. Their quantity steadily increases in the late Middle Ages and confirms, as also stated Paravicini Bagliani for the domain of the pope's body, that the Scholastic theory of the soul's influence on the body becomes a topic of paramount importance, crossing different levels of the society. The incubation time of these thoughts may certainly have been a long one. However, their articulation and refinement seems to have been accomplished during the 13 th century. It would explain why the human body becomes such an important topic in the society of the 13 th and following centuries. Not only the hagiography and the pope's rites seem to express this idea, but also the kings', nobles' and high clerics' funerary rituals, where the corpse is embalmed and displayed during a long time period, a ritual all in contrary to those of the preceding centuries theology of his time and the analogy of his ideas with the changes mentioned make of him a good paradigm to discuss the rise of new body concepts and the lifelike portraiture.
36 In contrast to the theoretical background discussed in this study, the production of pourtraitures in the 13 th century is presented in a different light. Theoretical developments seem to have been of paramount importance for the lifelike representations of mankind. According to these thoughts, a pourtraiture not only exhibits a resemblance to the model, but through the latter, it depicts the apparent degree of the spiritual fulfillment of the person represented. If the virtuous soul affects the body and its exterior, the representation of the virtuous body becomes worthy of being portrayed. For the first time in Occident, the faithful representation of man can be referring to God and doesn't simply serve as a glorification of the represented. The resemblance thus becomes a sign, used in visual arts and referring to virtue. The lifelike sculptures of the virtuous bodies, as those of the popes for instance, were a privilege of these persons and refer (in Scholastic sense) to their godly status. The right to lifelike pourtraiture is reserved, according to medieval understanding, for God-given dignitaries. One can reflect upon the antique right to produce the « imagines maiorum » expressed in old Rome as a similar idea 49 .
37 Hence, pourtraitures can be regarded as forerunners of Renaissance portraits. They express the inner dignity of the represented through lifelike facture. In this sense, even the gisants exposing the dead are an important step towards the portraits of the 15 th century. These portraits express deeper qualities, such as the character of a person. By establishing the theorem of the influence of the imago Dei on the body, Aquinas sets the preconditions for introducing the lifelike depiction of the human body in the visual arts. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 19 vol., Stuttgart, 1941 -, vol. 4, 1958 bibliography 11. In fact, angels also share this ability with God, but this has no importance within this study. Bourke. 8 vol. New York, 1948, vol. 6 and 7, I Sent., d. 14, q. 5, sol. : « dicendum est, quod mens sumitur hic, sicut et supra, pro ipsa superiore parte animae, quae est subjectum praedictae imaginis ». « One should underline that the spirit is understood here, like mentioned above, as the truly superior part of the soul which in itself is subjected to the above-mentioned image [of God, author's note] ». The English translation here and in the following is by the author.
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. THOMAS AQUINAS, Commentum Sentenciarum…, op. cit., IV Sent., d. 49, q. 4, a. 5, sol. 2 . to human corporeity, the bodies of virtuous persons become worth being represented. Lifelike portraiture of the 13 th century wishes to underline the extraordinary quality of the shown persons. Therefore the resembling artifacts represent, at their beginnings, the human beings while at the most decisive moment of their earthly life : directly after the death when the body has stopped being influenced by the soul and represents a sort of a relic of the latter.
